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Abstract
Osteoporosis becomes very common problem for people after a certainn age, which results in fragility
fractures without any previous symptoms. One of the primary predictors of osteoporosis is bone
mineral density (BMD). BMD is the mineral content of bone, at the optimal levels, that makes the
bone strong enough to bear the regular load and elastic enough to handle the irregular twisting load.
Two of the major parts of the bone that help to acquire such property are trabecular and cortical
bone. This thesis focuses on predicting the BMDs of trabecular and cortical bone for men. For this
purpose we performed Genome Wide Association Study (GWAS) for quality control and obtained
new subsets of 537 and 536 Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with trabecular
and cortical BMDs. Various machine learning algorithms were used for the predictive analysis,
among which linear regression (LR), support vector machine (SVM) and multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) gave much better results with the newly obtained subset of SNPs, compared to the results
using the 1103 and 307 SNPs associated with BMD found in the existing literature. LR gave mean
squared error (MSE) of 0.000658 and coefficient of determination (r2) of 0.643479, SVM gave MSE
of 0.000628 and r2 of 0.65971, and MLP gave MSE 0.000683 and r2 0.62989 for trabecular BMD
with 537 SNPs. Similarly, LR, SVM, and MLP gave MSEs of 0.001109, 0.001103, and 0.00112,
and r2 of 0.707548, 0.709079 and 0.703947, respectively, for cortical BMD with 536 SNPs. In both
cases, SVM gave better results.
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Reduction in bone mineral density (BMD) has been a topic of interest for researchers all over
the world because low BMD results in osteoporosis. Figure 1.1 shows the difference between the
density of normal bone and osteoporotic bone. Osteoporosis is a disease characterized by low BMD,
resulting in porous bone that is compressible like a sponge [IAA14]. It has become a real problem
in recent years, as this disease does not show any symptoms in the early stages, and later causes
fractures. There are various parts of bone, and trabecular and cortical bone are two of them.
Trabecular bone is a porous structure made up of trabeculated bone tissue. Trabecular bone fills
all of the inner vertebral space, and it is also found at the end of long bones, as well as in the spinal
column (Thurner et al., 2007) [Ott18]. The loss of bone strength due to trabecular perforation
is much greater than the same relative amount of general trabecular thinning [DOLH02][SG97].
Trabeculae, once perforated, cannot be restored with therapeutic drug treatments [BCS+00]. The
trabecular bone becomes more anisotropic with the loss of bone, so that it can withstand daily
loads, but is more susceptible to failure from unusual off-axis loads, which is a significant factor in
determining risk factors of osteoporosis [HVRL+04]. Eighty percent of human skeletal tissue mass is
comprised of Cortical bone, which has a high matrix density and low porosity. As a result, cortical
bone has high compressive strength, making it capable of contributing to the mechanical role of bone
[FTW19]. However, determining the role of the vertical cortex in aged people, without destructive
measures, is very difficult as the cortical shell is thin and porous [CZF+13]. Therefore, developing a
technique to estimate the cortical bone mineral density (CBMD) without any destructive methods
is very important. It has also been claimed that geometrical features, such as local thinning of
cortical bone, are associated with fracture risk due to osteoporosis [CLP+01]. Some Genome-Wide
Association Study (GWAS) such as [BHSR+13][BTHH00] has found that BMDs of these two bones
1
are the primary indicators for the diagnosis of osteoporosis.
Figure 1.1: Difference between healthy bone and osteoporotic bone based on bone matrix [ost].
The prevention of osteoporosis has become a must in recent years, as the burden of this disease is
increasing rapidly. Over 200 million people all over the world are affected by substantial morbidity
and mortality caused osteoporosis, which predisposes them to fragility fractures [CM02][Ral01].
BMD which is a prime factor leading to fragility fractures, is heritable; therefore scientists need to
consider the genetic features of a person, along with demographic attributes, family history, diet,
and lifestyle to predict it.
1.1 Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP)
The occurrence of a single substitution of a nucleotide at a specific position in the genome where
the presence of each variation is more than 1% of the population is called Single Nucleotide Poly-
morphism (SNP) [def]. Figure 1.2 shows an example of SNP with alleles C and T. Let us consider
that the C nucleotide appears in most individuals, and observation shows a minority of individuals
have the position occupied by a nucleotide A. This indicates that there is an SNP at this specific
position with two possible nucleotide variations, -C or A-.
2
Figure 1.2: Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) with alleles C and T [ADHT13].
1.2 Genome-Wide Association Study (GWAS)
Researchers perform an observational study of a genomic-wide set of genetic variants in different in-
dividuals to determine if any variant is associated with the trait under study; such an observational
study is known as GWAS or whole genome association study (WGAS). GWASs typically focus on
associations between Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) and traits like major human dis-
eases. The first successful GWAS, published in 2002, studied myocardial infarction [OOI+02]. The
study was implemented to investigate patients with age-related macular degeneration [KZC+05].
GWAS generally follows the approach called case-control setup, which compares two large groups of
people (Group 1: healthy control group; Group 2: disease effected case group). Every individual in
each group is genotyped for the majority of commonly known SNPs. Each SNP is then investigated
to check if the allele frequency is significantly altered between the two groups [CAP+11].
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1.3 Machine Learning
The term ’machine learning’ was coined in 1959 by Arthur Samuel, an American pioneer in the
field of computer gaming and Artificial Intelligence (AI), while working at IBM [Sam59]. Machine
learning is a field in AI, which provides the computers the capability to learn from experience rather
than being explicitly programmed, and to predict future outcome utilizing a model that is built on
past data and various algorithms.
Machine learning has become very popular in recent days because of its success in various
domains. We are witnessing machine learning in many places without our knowledge. For exam-
ple, any advertisement driven websites displays the advertisements relevant to your search history.
Speech recognition, face recognition, weather prediction, stock market analysis, etc are some exam-
ples of machine learning. Machine learning has become popular among genomic data analysts. Re-
searchers have used a support vector machine for prediction using genomic data [MCM01][FCD+00].
Naive Baye’s, multilayer feedforward neural network, and linear regression have been used by
Chang, et al. [CCK+13]. Leung et al. used partial least square regression, classification and regres-
sion tree, C5.0 decision tree, random forest, naive Baye’s classifier, neural network, and SVM with
genomic data [LWM+13]. There has been very limited research conducted related to the cortical
bone mineral and trabecular bone using machine learning, and those available research have not
worked on finding a subset of SNPs associated with TBMD and CBMD followed by predictive anal-
ysis using machine learning. This thesis aims to fill this gap and help predict TBMD and CBMD
so that osteoporosis fracture risk can be predicted timely.
1.4 Objective
The major objective of this thesis is to perform a predictive analysis of Trabecular Bone Mineral
Density (TBMD) and Cortical Bone Mineral Density (CBMD) using a Machine Learning Approach.
The GWAS approach will be used to preprocess the data and acquire the subset of SNPs associated
with TBMD and CBMD.
1.5 Outline
In chapter 1, we discussed osteoporosis and the machine learning approach to predict it. We also
discussed trabecular and cortical bone, their densities and the impact of them on osteoporosis. We
also presented briefly about SNP and GWAS. Chapter 2 will focus on some of the previous research
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work performed on osteoporosis, bone mineral density, and their predictions. Then we review some
background knowledge of machine learning. In chapter 3, we describe the methodology that is used
for the analysis. We talk about pre-processing and data preparation, as well as different models
that have been implemented. In chapter 4, we present the experimental comparisons of several






BMD has been widely used as one of the primary predictors for Osteoporosis and the GWAS says
it is heritable. Estrada, et al. performed a meta-analysis of the lumbar spine and femoral neck
BMD to test top BMD markers in 50,933 independent subjects, and identified 56 loci, out of which
32 were new, associated with BMD [ESE+12]. I a study performed by Boutroy et al., using lumbar
spine DXA scans (QDR 4500A, Hologic) [BHSR+13]. Bollen et al. conducted a case-control study
with patients above 60 years of age and risk factors for osteoporosis with a panoramic radiograph.
Those patients were divided into two groups of 93 and 394 for cases and controls, and it was found
that the lower cortical bones of the people with self-reported histories of osteoporotic fracture were
thinning and had increased resorption [BTHH00].
Several GWASs have identified various SNPs related to different disease. A GWAS performed
on 142,487 individuals from the UK, identified 307 SNPs that had genome-wide significance at
203 (including 153 previously unreported) loci [KMMG+17]. Morris et al., in 2018, identified 1103
conditional independent SNPs mapping into 515 loci, from a study performed on 426,824 white
British individuals from the UK Biobank full release, among which 55% were female [MKY+19].
A recent GWAS performed on data from the UK Biobank identified 1362 signals clustered in 899
loci, out of which 613 were new ones. A genetic algorithm was trained using those data with 22,886
SNPs as predictors, which gave correlation with heel BMD of 0.415. That genetic algorithm was
combined with height, weight, age, and sex to yield results of correlation with heel BMD of 0.496
[Kim18].
Several studies were done to determine the association of various phenotype attributes with
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BMD. Munaisinghe [MBE02] found that people with lower BMD and osteoporosis were older and
shorter, which shows the association of BMD with age and height. Sezer et al. [SAÖ15] discovered
that BMD decreases rapidly with age. Wilkin et al. [WJSH10] found that BMD was higher in
Blacks compared to Whites and Hispanics. This indicates that race is associated with BMD.
According to Kim et al. [KYCP12] weight, body mass index, and BMD are correlated, and the
correlation of weight to BMD is higher. In 2007, Kwon et al. [KSY+07] discovered that a decrease
in BMD also decreased the person’s walking speed, which means walking speed is correlated with
BMD. Cigarette smoking is also founnd to be associated with greater bone loss [WK01]. Greater
bone loss results in lower BMD; i.e. cigarette smoking is also one of the features associated with
BMD. A study conducted by Jang, et al. in 2017 discovered that moderate drinkers had higher
BMD compared to non-drinkers, but heavy drinkers had the lowest BMD among all [JHH+17].
Few works has been done to utilize machine learning approaches in this field. Chidozie et
al. trained a näıve Bayes’ (NB) classifier and a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) using data from
45 Nigerian patients to predict osteoporosis [Ngo17]. The study found the accuracy of MLP to
be 100% and that of NB to be 71.4% after using 10-fold cross-validation. Yoo et al., in 2013,
published a study, which trained support vector machine (SVM), random forest (RF), artificial
neural networks (ANN), and logistic regression (LR) with the records from Korean postmenopausal
women. The results found SVM worked best with an area under curve (AUC) of the receiver
operating characterstic (ROC) curve of 0.827, with accuracy of 76.7% to find the osteoporotic risk
in postmenopausal women [YKK+13].
The machine learning approach, which is discussed in detail in Section 2.2 has been used for
analysis of genomic data by some researchers. Moler et al. [MCM01] applied SVM and NB classifier
to classify the colon tissue as cancerous or non-cancerous using selected features and found SVM
outperformed NB classifier. Segal et al. [FCD+00] proposed a genome-based SVM classification to
recognize the distinction between melanoma and soft tissue sarcoma using clear cell sarcoma data.
In another study published in 2013 by Chang, et al., data from Taiwanese women was used to build
three classifiers using a multilayer feedforward neural network (MFNN), NB and LR in a wrapper-
based manner, where the result of MFNN outperformed all other classifiers with an AUC ROC
curve of 0.489 [CCK+13]. Guzzetta et al. [GJF10] in 2010 proposed a machine learning pipeline for
genotype-phenotype mapping for quantitative phenotype prediction, which can be used for direct
use of whole-genome information in functional studies. Leung et al. [LWM+13] used partial least
square regression, classification and regression tree, C5.0 decision tree, random forest, naive Baye’s
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classifier, neural network and SVM with data from a cohort of type 2 diabetic patients to predict
genotype-phenotype risk patterns in diabetic kidney disease, and found RF and SVM performed
best.
2.2 Preliminaries
This thesis implements machine learning models in the specific application domain. This section
discusses the methods that are used to predict the TBMD and the CBMD. In this section, we
explain machine learning, especially supervised learning, where models are built based on labeled
data. Before that we discuss PLINK and its file format, which was used for the entire genomic
data processing.
2.2.1 PLINK
PLINK is an open-source whole-genome association analysis toolset. It is a very flexible command-
line software like UNIX ssh, designed to perform a wide range of genomic analysis. PLINK supports
operations such as basic statistics (missing data, Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium test, inbreeding co-
efficient, etc), data management, linkage disequilibrium calculation, population stratification such
as principal component analysis, association analysis such as lasso (genome-wide association for
case/control studies and quantitative traits), and tests for epistasis. PLINK focuses purely on the
analysis and processing of genotype/phenotype data and does not have support for steps prior to
that. In the following sub sections we discuss the file formats of PLINK that we used, as all the
genomic pre-processing was done using PLINK.
2.2.1.1 .ped file
It is the original standard text format file separated by a tab, loaded by the –ped option, and is
always accompanied by a .map file. The text file without header contains the family id (FID) in
the first column, the individual id (IID) in the second column, the paternal id (PID) in the third
column, the maternal id (MID) in the fourth column, sex in the fifth column, and the phenotype (P)
in the sixth column. A combination of FID and IID is unique and is used to identify an individual.
The sex column has value 1 for male, 2 for female, and 0 for missing data. The sixth column has
the value of 1 if the individual is not infected with the disease under study and 2 if the individual
is infected. The values -9 or 0 or any non-numeric value indicates missing data. The sixth column
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is followed by the SNPs’ alleles (i.e. seventh column has major allele of one SNP and the eighth
column has minor allele of the same SNP). The ninth and the tenth columns have major and minor
alleles of another SNP and so on. This is shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Layout of .ped and .map files.
2.2.1.2 .map file
It is also a standard tab-separated text file that accompanies a .ped file and is loaded using the
–map option. The .ped and accompanying .map file have the complete information available in the
dataset. The .map file contains variant/SNP information. It is a text file without a header and has
one line per variant with chromosome number in the first column, variant/SNP id in the second
column, genetic distance (GD) in the third column, and base pair position (BPP) in the fourth
column. Figure 2.1 shows the layout of a .map file.
2.2.1.3 .bed file
It is a binary file containing the primary representation of genotype calls at biallelic variants. It
must be accompanied by .fam and .bim files. It is loaded with the –bed option. The first three
bytes of a .bed file should be 0x6c, 0x1b, and 0x01 in that order. The remainder of the file contains
the sequence of V blocks of N/4 bytes each, where V is the number of variants and N is the number




It is another tab-separated text file with FID, IID, PID, MID, sex, and P in different columns
similar to the first six columns of the .ped file. This file accompanies a .bed file in any command
and is loaded by the –fam option. The .fam file alone cannot represent the full information but
contains important information to make the .bed and .bim files complete. Figure 2.2 shows the
layout of the .fam file.
Figure 2.2: Layout of .bed, .bim, and .fam files.
2.2.1.5 .bim file
Another tab-separated text file without header that accompanies .bed file is the .bim file. It is
loaded using the –bim option and contains the variant information. It has chromosome number in
the first column, variant/SNP id in the second column, genetic distance (GD) in the third column,
base pair position (BPP) in the fourth column, major allele in the fifth column and the minor allele
in the sixth column. It accompanies the .bed and .fam file in any command. Figure 2.2 shows the
layout of the .bim file.
2.2.2 Machine Learning
As mentioned in Section 1.3, machine learning provides the computers the capability to learn
from experience. Machine learning algorithms build a mathematical model based on sample data
(training data) to make predictions [KBAK96][Bis06]. Machine learning has a very wide-renge of
applications in real world, and is considered to be a tool to solve problems in various domains.
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Some of its applications are spam filtering, fraud detection, stock market prediction, genomic data
analysis, disease prediction, marketing, decision support, customer support, voice recognition, face
recognition, etc. Figure 2.3 shows the various types of machine learning tasks.
Figure 2.3: machine learning and its types [figi].
Typically, machine learning is divided into two categories, namely supervised and unsupervised
learning. Reinforcement learning, ensemble learning, and neural networks are also considered as
types of machine learning approaches [Dey16]. Supervised learning works with both input and
output labels to train a model, whereas unsupervised learning analyzes data without labels to find
patterns’ latent factors, etc. Reinforcement learning deals with attaining a complex objective or
maximizing along a particular dimension, such as maximizing the points won in every round of a
game. A learning paradigm that combines different learners to build a model is called ensemble




Supervised learning algorithms build a mathematical model of a set of data that contains both the
inputs and the desired outputs [Nil96]. It uses the input data with output labels to train a model,
and extracts the patterns from the data. These patterns are then used to predict the output label
of previously unseen data. Formally the approach can be represented as:
Y = f(x)
where, x = input variables, Y = output variable, and f is a mapping function to map input x to
output Y .
The main aim of the training process is to estimate the mapping function that can predict the
output correctly. Moving towards the types of supervised learning, there is classification (which
deals with categorical output such as fraud or genuine, infected or healthy, rainy or cloudy or sunny,
etc.) and regression (which deals with continuous output such as the price of a house, temperature,
bone mineral density, etc.). This thesis will deal with the regression problem as TBMD and CBMD
are continous values.
2.2.2.2 Regression
Regression is a type of supervised learning, in which a mapping function (f) is approximated to map
input (x) to continuous output (Y ). In our case, the output label is some continuous value and the
accuracy is measured as the error in prediction. Consider temperature as an output variable, given
various input variables. This problem is a regression problem as the temperature is continuous data,
unlike discrete data as in a classification problem such as determining if a person has cancer or not.
In this thesis, we will use regression to predict CBMD and TBMD based on various phenotype and
genotype data.
2.2.3 Selected Models
2.2.3.1 Support Vector Machine
One of the popular machine learning algorithms is a support vector machine (SVM), which works
by separating hyperplanes. We always try to find a hyperplane (a line that splits the input variable
space) in n-dimensional space that separates different data points. Prediction depends on the subset
of training data, which is called support vectors if the quadratic/log-loss is replaced by some other
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function generating a sparse solution. This combination of kernel trick and modified loss function is
known as SVM [Mur12]. SVM is a powerful classification algorithm that, however, can be used for
regression, without losing the main features that characterize the algorithm. As the output is real-
valued, it becomes difficult to predict the information, which has infinite possibilities, so a margin
of tolerance (epsilon) is set. The value within the margin is not penalized. While determining the
hyperplane, we need to select the one that maximizes the margin. Figure 2.4 shows how input
variables are split by the hyperplane.
Figure 2.4: Support Vector Regressor with hyperplane [figh].
2.2.3.2 Feedforward Neural Network
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) got their name from the fact that they are computing systems
inspired by the biological neural network that constitutes an animal/human brain. A neural net-
work, rather than being an algorithm, is a framework for many machine learning algorithms to
process different data points. A neural network consists of three layers, namely the input layer,
hidden layer, and output layer: the input layer is the initial input for neural network; the hidden
layer is the intermediate layer between the input and output layers, where calculation and weight
adjustment occurs; and the output layer is the result for the given input data. There can be mul-
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tiple hidden layers in a neural network, as shown in Fig 2.6. In this thesis, we used a feed-forward
neural network for the prediction of TBMD and CBMD. There are no feedback connections in
which outputs of the model are fed back into itself. A feedforward neural network is a type of an
ANN, which has no feedback connections. In other words, the flow of calculations is unidirectional
from inputs to outputs in a feedforward neural network. Multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a class of
feedforward neural networks with series of logistic regression models stacked on top of each other,
with the output layer being a logistic regression model for the classifier, and a linear regression
model for the regression problem [Mur12]. Any neural network is composed of neurons. As shown
in Figure 2.5, a neuron has inputs; weights associated with the inputs; a bias b to provide a train-
able constant value for each node; a summation function to calculate the intermediate result; and
an activation function to calculate the final output.
Figure 2.5: Simple representation of Artificial Neuron [BHGB11].
An MLP consists of simple interconnected nodes representing a non-linear mapping between
an input vector and output vector [GD98]. An MLP also consists of at least one hidden layer, and
the output signals are the function of the sum of inputs to the network. An example of an MLP
with two hidden layers is shown in Figure 2.6. The Figure shows the input layer with four nodes,
which means it models the data with four features. The MLP is trained using the back-propagation
algorithm in this thesis, where the error is propagated back to the hidden layers and weights are
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Figure 2.6: Multi layer perceptron with two hidden layers [figg].
adjusted accordingly. We should not confuse the back-propagation algorithm with a feedforward
neural network. The back-propagation algorithm propagates error back to the hidden layers, rather
than using the output as input to the same network.
2.2.3.3 K-Nearest Neighbor
K-nearest neighbor (KNN) is an instance-based lazy learning algorithm used for both classification
and regression. Predictions are made based on the k points, which are nearest to the data point to
be predicted. Here the distance is measured on some basis such as Euclidean distance. The input
vectors lie in a multidimensional feature space and higher weight is assigned to the data point nearer
to the point to be predicted. The value of k is chosen by the practitioner with hyperparameter
tuning. This is one of the simplest and easiest to implement algorithms. Figure 2.7 shows an
example of KNN for classification/regression.
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Figure 2.7: Example of K-Nearest Neighbor [figa].
2.2.3.4 Linear Regression
Linear regression (LR) is a type of regression analysis, and is one of the most popular algorithms
in statistics and machine learning because of its simplicity. It is used for continuous output data
and is represented by the equation 2.1:
y = b0 + b1x (2.1)
where b0 and b1 are the parameters to be estimated based on the training data. b0 is called bias
and b1 is the weight for the input variable (features) x. Linear regression works best for the linear
data, but can also be used to represent non-linear data. Figure 2.8 shows an example of linear
regression.
Figure 2.8: Example of Linear Regression [fige].
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2.2.3.5 Random Forest
Random forest (RF) is one of the ensemble learning methods for classification and regression prob-
lems. It creates a forest of decision trees and trains them on random samples of data. The decision
tree is a widely used method for inductive inference in supervised data. It is a tree structure where
each node is a test on an attribute, branches are the results of the test, and leaf nodes hold the
label. This involves breaking down of training set into various subsets.
RF implements a technique called bagging, in which different decision trees are built to form
an ensemble. The bagging technique is generally used to reduce the variance of those algorithms
that have high variance. Using a concept called bootstrap, random forest tries to de-correlate the
base learners by learning trees based on a randomly chosen subset of input and data cases [Mur12].
Here base learner means every decision tree that comprises the RF. Figure 2.9 shoes a simplified
random forest.
Figure 2.9: Example of Random Forest Algorithm [figb].
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2.2.4 Evaluation Criteria
After we train a machine learning model, we need to test it on the test data set. However, we
should be able to determine the quality of the test result obtained. For that, we can use various
metrics. In this thesis, we use the mean squared error (MSE) and coefficient of determination (r2)
as evaluation criteria.
2.2.4.1 Mean Squared Error
Mean squared error (MSE) tells how close a regression line is to the set of points. It is the mean
of the squared errors of all predictions where error is the deviation of the predicted value from the
actual value as shown in Figure 2.10. We want to have a lower MSE; i.e. the lower the value, the
better the model represents the data and can predict unseen data. MSE is calculated as shown
in equation 2.2. As the target variable is very small, we also plot the series of actual values and






(yi − ypi)2 (2.2)
where, N = number of test samples
yi = true value of ith instance
ypi = predicted value of ith instance
Figure 2.10: Illustration of error in regression [figd]
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2.2.4.2 Coefficient of Determination
The coefficient of determination (r2) is the proportion of the variance in the dependent variable
that is predictable from the independent variable. It is used to determine how well the model fits
the data where the primary purpose of the model is the prediction of future outcomes based on
other information. It represents how well the outcomes are replicated by the model. Value of r2
ranges from zero to one, where one indicates the prediction is the exact replication of the actual
value regardless of other factors and zero is the worst performance. The r2 can be negative as well
if the model fits the data worse than the horizontal hyperplane. The r2 can be calculated using
equation 2.3.
r2 = 1 − SSres
SStot
(2.3)
where, SSres = sum of squared errors, calulated as
∑N
i=1(yi − ypi)2
SSres = total sum of squares, calulated as
∑N





The dataset used for this study is Osteoporotic Fractures in Men (MrOS) [dat]. MrOS contains
5143 individuals with genomic data among which, 5130 have phenotype data as well. The genomic
data is the set of genes in one’s deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) responsible for a particular trait,
whereas phenotype is the physical expression of those genes. Phenotype also includes human
behavior and external factors affecting the condition, such as smoking, age, and impairment in the
instrument. MrOS data consists of three consent groups with 4295, 404, and 431 individuals. There
are 120 phenotype variables, as described by the official data dictionary. Table 3.1 shows the brief
description of phenotype data variables that are selected as predictors of TBMD and CBMD.
Variable Description Type Units
SUBJECT ID De-identified subject ID integer
CLINIC Clinic Site encoded value
GIAGE1 Age integer Years
GIERACE Race encoded value
HWHGT Height decimal cm
HWWGT Weight decimal kg
NFWLKSPD Walking speed decimal m/s
QLFXST51 Number (5) of IADL impairments integer
TUDRPRWK Alcohol use integer
TURSMOKE Smoking encoded value
QHFNCBMD Cortical BMD decimal g/cc
QHFNTBMD Trabecular BMD decimal g/cmˆ3




MrOS data initially had several genomic values missing, which were important to be imputed. We
used the Michigan Imputation Server [impb] to do the imputation. First of all, we combined the
datasets from all three consent groups. Then the .ped and .map files were converted to .bed, .bim,
and .fam files. Resulting .bed, .bim, and .fam files were used to create a frequency file containing
minor allele frequency report. We followed the steps mentioned in the website of michigan im-
putation server [impa]. We used VcfCooker, a software that converts PLINK format files to .vcf
file required by the Michigan imputation server, to generate the .vcf files that can be sent to the
imputation server. The imputation server also returned .vcf files after imputation. Figure 3.1 shows
the overall process from beginning of data preprocessing at Michigan imputation server to model
building and testing with intermediate results of preprocessing.
Figure 3.1: Steps followed for data preparation and model implementation.
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3.2.2 Quality Control in GWAS
GWAS have several limitations, and the proper quality control steps are very important to minimize
false-positive results. There are several ways to do this. We used the PLINK [plia] software to
carry out the quality control steps. First of all, we converted the .vcf files to PLINK standard files,
i.e. .bed, .bim and, .fam files. Then we used various parameters of GWAS to filter the data. This
quality control aims to obtain only those SNPs that are associated with TBMD and CBMD.
3.2.2.1 Minor Allele Frequency
Minor allele frequency (MAF) is the frequency of the second most common allele in given pop-
ulation. Generally, only those alleles that have some significant frequency in the population are
considered. SNPs with MAFs greater or equal to five percent were targeted by the HapMap project
[hap05]. We used the MAF threshold of five percent (0.05); i.e. we removed all those SNPs with
the MAF values less than five percent, as done by Morris et al. [MKY+19].
3.2.2.2 Minor Allele Count
As the name suggests, minor allele count (MAC) is the actual count of the minor allele. We tried
to filter out those alleles that have a significantly low count in the population. We used the MAC
threshold of five, which was also used by Morris et al. [MKY+19].
3.2.2.3 Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium
The Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) is a null model of the relationship between allele and
genomic frequencies between generations, with assumptions that there is no mutation, no random
mating, no selection, and no migration, as well as an infinite population size [SD17]. Deviations
from HWE might be caused by the process of interest, but by selecting some threshold for p-value,
we can minimize the risk of eliminating the deviation caused by the process of interest [CEP+15].
We followed Morris et al. [MKY+19] and chose the threshold for the p-value to be 1 ∗ 10−6. We
only selected those SNPs which had a p-value > 1 ∗ 10−6 for the HWE test.
3.2.2.4 Info Score
Info Score is the r2 obtained from the imputation server. The .vcf file that we received from the
Michigan Imputation Server had the info score. We used 0.8 as the threshold and removed all those
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SNPs having an info score of less than 0.8. Morris et al. [MKY+19] used 0.3 as threshold, but in
this case, the results were almost similar in both cases, so we tried using 0.8 for my study.
3.2.2.5 Linkage Disequilibrium
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) is a non-random association of alleles at different loci. The higher
the LD between a pair of alleles, the more related the alleles are, and generally one in the pair is
dropped. LD pruning compares every possible combination pair of alleles and drops one of them if
the value is above the Variance inflation factor (VIF) threshold. The VIF is calculated as 1/(1–R2),
where R2 is a multiple correlation coefficient for an SNP being regressed on all other SNPs [plib].
In this thesis, we have used a window size of 50, sifting width of five, and VIF threshold of five (R2
= 0.8).
3.2.2.6 Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator
We used lasso in PLINK, which estimates variant effect sizes via least absolute shrinkage and
selection operator (LASSO) regression. It needs a parameter h2, which is known as narrow-sense
heritability. The narrow-sense heritability is the ratio of additive genetic variance to the total
phenotypic variance. Gian et al. [JLD04] found the h2 value to be 0.45 for hip BMD and 0.63 for
spine BMD for a study on full sibling pairs. In this thesis, we used h2 values of 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55,
0.6, 0.65 and 0.7 to perform lasso individually for both TBMD and CBMD. We performed union
operations on the resulting lists of SNPs obtained to get the final list of SNPs associated with our
target variables TBMD and CBMD.
3.2.2.7 Result of Quality Control
Initially, there were 39,127,678 SNPs in the genomic data. We performed MAF filtering, MAC
filtering, HWE test filtering, and info score filtering at once and ended up with 5,269,222 SNPs.
The LD pruning resulted in 644,248 SNPs. The final step we performed was lasso, which produced
537 and 536 SNPs (listed in Appendix A and Appendix B) associated with TBMD and CBMD,
respectively. Once we discovered the required SNPs, we recoded the genomic data into 0 1 2
matrices using PLINK. There are 1103 SNPs discovered by Morris et al. [MKY+19] and 307 SNPs
discovered by Kemp et al. [KMMG+17] associated with BMD. We extracted those SNPs, as well, in
separate files to conduct experiments to compare the results obtained from the SNPs we discovered.
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3.2.3 Phenotype Selection
MrOS has 120 phenotype features. Since all of them are not associated with TBMD and CBMD,
we need to select the relevant features. We selected age, race, height, weight, smoking, alcohol
consumption, and walking speed based on the literature mentioned in Section 2.1. We also selected
impairment of the instrumental activities of daily living, as well as clinic site, as these can affect
the data collected.
Once the features were selected, we extracted the required phenotype data from the raw collec-
tion of phenotype data. Examination of the extracted data showed that only 2899 individuals had
TBMD and CBMD values, so we took only those 2899 data instances. On the other hand, we had
genomic data from 5143 individuals, so we removed all those individuals whose TBMD and CBMD
were missing. Then we joined the phenotype and genomic data based on the IDs of the individuals.
3.2.4 Data Splitting
After the phenotype selection step, we had four files with the phenotype and recoded genomic data
of 2899 individuals. The four files were those with 1103 SNPs, 307 SNPs, 537 SNPs for TBMD,
and 536 SNPs for CBMD. We created a random split of each data in an 80-20 ratio, among which
the 80% split were used for training the models and the remaining 20% were used for testing them.
3.2.5 Phenotype Imputation and One Hot Encoding
Since there were very few values missing in the phenotype data we used KNN imputation with k =
5 to impute the missing values. The KNN imputation finds the nearest k data points and imputes
the mean of those k data points. The imputation was done on training and test sets separately.
Figure 3.2: Example One Hot Encoding [figc].
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Among the various phenotype features selected, smoking, race, and clinic site were the categor-
ical variables. We performed one-hot encoding for those features. One hot encoding removes the
integer encoded categorical variables and adds a new binary variable for each unique integer value.
This increases the predictive power of the machine learning algorithm. Figure 3.2 shows a simple
example of how one hot encoding is done.
3.3 Hyperparameter Tuning and Experiments
We executed SVM, MLP, KNN, RF, and LR using the scikit-learn [skl] machine learning library
in Python to predict TBMD and CBMD. However, for any machine learning algorithm to produce
the best results, it should be provided with the best hyperparameters. The hyperparameter of a
model, unlike the model parameter, is the configuration external to the model and is selected by the
practitioner. There is no hard and fast rule to select the hyperparameter, and in general practice,
several hyperparameters are used to build a model and then tested for the best one. We used the
popular k-fold cross-validation technique for hyperparameter tuning.
In k-fold cross-validation, the training dataset is split into k random splits and the experiment
is run k times for each hyperparameter. During the kth run, the kth split is used as a test set, and
the remaining splits are used as the training set. The hyperparameter producing the best result
is used to train a model on the whole training dataset. A simple representation of k-fold (k=5)
cross-validation is shown in Figure 3.3. We used k = 10 in my experiments; i.e. we performed
10-fold cross-validation. We used scikit-learn’s grid search to perform 10-fold cross-validation.
3.3.1 Hyperparameters for SVM
We tuned the following hyperparameters for SVM using grid search in Python.
kernel
It specifies the type of kernel to be used in the algorithm. We selected among rbf and linear kernels.
C
It is regularization parameter to penalize the model. We chose best value among 1, 5 , and 10.
epsilon
It is the margin within which the values are not penalized. It is very important for regression
problem and we chose best value among 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001
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Figure 3.3: Example k-fold cross-validation [figf].
3.3.2 Hyperparameters for MLP
Following hyperparameters were tuned for MLP using grid search in Python.
hidden layer sizes
It represents the number hidden layers and number of neurons in each hidden layer. We chose best
among (560), and (560,280). The first one means one hidden layer with 560 neurons and second
one indicates two hidden layers with 560 neurons in first and 280 neurons in second.
activation
It represents the activation function for the hidden layer. We used tanh and relu in gridsearch to
find the better one.
alpha
It is the regularization parameter. It determines how the model is penalized. The different values
used in cross validation were 0.1, and 0.001.
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learning rate
It determines if the learning rate is adjusted during training or not and if it is adjusted then how
is that done. We chose best among constant and adaptive.
learning rate init
In case of constant learning rate it is the value used and for adaptive it is the initial value of learning
rate. We chose best among 0.1, and 0.001.
3.3.3 Hyperparameters for KNN
For KNN, following hyperparameters were tuned using grid search in Python.
n neighbors
It is the value of k in KNN i.e it determines the number of nearest neighbors to consider. We chose
the value that performed best among 3, 5, 7, 9, and 10.
algorithm
It tells the model which algorithm or approach to consider. We used auto and brute to check which
performs better.
weights
This tells how the neighbors are given weight. It can be done in various ways. Here we used uniform
weight and distance based weight to find which performs better.
3.3.4 Hyperparameters for RF
Following hyperparameters were tuned using grid search in Python for RF.
max depth
This determines the maximum depth of tree. It will stop even if split is possible once the maximum




The experimental results of LR, SVM, MLP, KNN, and RF implementations are presented below.
Those hyperparameters that are not mentioned used the default values in the scikit-learn library.
4.1 TBMD Prediction
4.1.1 Results using 537 SNPs
Table 4.1 shows the values of best hyperparameters, train MSE, and test MSE for all the algorithms


















hidden layers = (560, 280)
activation = tanh
alpha = 0.001
learning rate = adaptive
learning rate init = 0.001
0.00035471 0.000683056 0.62989
KNN




RF max depth = 20 0.0002127 0.00149182 0.19167
Table 4.1: Best Hyperparameters, MSE, and r2 report for TBMD using 537 SNPs
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Figure 4.1: Series of actual and LR predicted
values of TBMD, 537 SNP
Figure 4.2: Series of actual and SVM predicted
values of TBMD, 537 SNP
Figure 4.1 shows the series of actual values and values predicted by the linear regression model.
It can be seen that the predicted values are not an exact replica of the actual values. However,
predicted values follow the trend of actual values. Figure 4.2 shows the similar behavior of actual
and predicted values with SVM. This graph looks much desirable when inspected manually and
also has the best results. These figures are results of prediction of TBMD using the 537 SNPs.
Figure 4.3: Series of actual and MLP predicted
values of TBMD, 537 SNP
Figure 4.4: Series of actual and KNN predicted
values of TBMD, 537 SNP
Figure 4.3 shows the series of actual values and values predicted by the MLP model. Though the
predicted values and actual values are not exactly same, the predicted value follows the trend of
actual values. Similarly, Figure 4.4 shows the behavior of actual and predicted values with KNN
and Figure 4.5 shows that for the RF model. These figures clearly show that KNN and RF could
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not perform well in predicting TBMD. Comparing train and test MSEs leads us to conclude that
these models are suffering from over-fitting.
Figure 4.5: Series of actual and RF predicted
values of TBMD, 537 SNP
4.1.2 Results using 1103 SNPs
Table 4.2 shows the values of best hyperparameters, train MSE, and test MSE for all the algorithms


















hidden layers = (560, 280)
activation = tanh
alpha = 0.001
learning rate = constant
learning rate init = 0.001
0.0012645 0.00197 0.002907
KNN




RF max depth = 20 0.00025 0.00187 0.05333
Table 4.2: Best Hyperparameters, MSE, and r2 report for TBMD using 1103 SNPs
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Figure 4.6: Series of actual and LR predicted
values of TBMD, 1103 SNP
Figure 4.7: Series of actual and SVM predicted
values of TBMD, 1103 SNP
Figure 4.6 shows the series of actual values and values predicted by the linear regression model using
1103 SNPs from the literature. Though the graph looks like the predicted values are following
the trend of actual values if we look closely the predicted values are nowhere near the actual
values. Figure 4.7 shows the behavior of actual and predicted values of SVM. This graph looks
unsatisfactory when inspected manually but has the best results for this dataset. This shows that
the features used are not associated with TBMD and are not capable of predicting TBMD.
Figure 4.8: Series of actual and MLP predicted
values of TBMD, 1103 SNP
Figure 4.9: Series of actual and KNN predicted
values of TBMD, 1103 SNP
Figure 4.8 shows the series of actual values and values predicted by the MLP model. Results are
similar to that of SVM indicating that its not the fault of model in case of SVM’s poor results.
Similarly, Figure 4.9 shows the behavior of actual and predicted values of KNN and Figure 4.10
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shows that for the RF model. These figures also clearly show that KNN and RF could not perform
well in predicting TBMD.
Figure 4.10: Series of actual and RF predicted
values of TBMD, 1103 SNP
4.1.3 Results using 307 SNPs
Table 4.3 shows the values of best hyperparameters, train MSE, and test MSE for all the algorithms


















hidden layers = (560, 280)
activation = tanh
alpha = 0.001
learning rate = constant
learning rate init = 0.001
0.00172787 0.00175452 0.05092
KNN




RF max depth = 10 0.00064659 0.001705 0.077538
Table 4.3: Best Hyperparameters , MSE, and r2 report for TBMD using 307 SNPs
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Figure 4.11: Series of actual and LR predicted
values of TBMD, 307 SNP
0.0
Figure 4.12: Series of actual and SVM predicted
values of TBMD, 307 SNP
Figure 4.11 shows the series of actual values and values predicted by the linear regression model
using 307 SNPs from the literature. We can see that the performance is very poor for the prediction
of TBMD. Figure 4.12 shows the behavior of actual and predicted values with SVM. This graph
does not look satisfactory on manual inspection but has the best results for this dataset.
Figure 4.13: Series of actual and MLP predicted
values of TBMD, 307 SNP
Figure 4.14: Series of actual and KNN predicted
values of TBMD, 307 SNP
Figure 4.13 shows the series of actual values and values predicted by the MLP model. From this
graph we can also say that it’s a dataset issue, and not the model’s fault for poor performance.
Similarly, Figure 4.14 shows the behavior of actual and predicted values of KNN and Figure 4.15
shows that for the RF model. These figures also clearly show that KNN and RF could not perform
well in predicting TBMD.
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Figure 4.15: Series of actual and RF predicted
values of TBMD, 307 SNP
4.2 CBMD Prediction
4.2.1 Results using 536 SNPs
Table 4.4 shows the values of best hyperparameters, train MSE and test MSE for all the algorithms


















hidden layers = (560, 280)
activation = tanh
alpha = 0.001
learning rate = adaptive
learning rate init = 0.001
0.00071658 0.00112337 0.703947
KNN




RF max depth = 20 0.00039894 0.002517064 0.336653
Table 4.4: Best Hyperparameters, MSE, and r2 report for CBMD using 536 SNPs
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Figure 4.16: Series of actual and LR predicted
values of CBMD, 536 SNP
Figure 4.17: Series of actual and SVM predicted
values of CBMD, 536 SNP
Figure 4.16 shows the series of actual values and values predicted by the linear regression model
using 526 SNPs. It can be seen that the predicted values are not an exact replica of the actual
values; however, predicted values follow the trend of actual values. Figure 4.17 shows the similar
behavior of actual and predicted values with SVM. This graph looks much desirable when inspected
manually and also has the best results.
Figure 4.18: Series of actual and MLP predicted
values of CBMD, 536 SNP
Figure 4.19: Series of actual and KNN predicted
values of CBMD, 536 SNP
Figure 4.18 shows the series of actual values and values predicted by the MLP model. Though the
predicted values and actual values are not exactly same, the predicted values follow the trend of
actual values. Similarly, Figure 4.19 shows the behavior of actual and predicted values of KNN
and Figure 4.20 shows that for RF model. These figures clearly show that KNN and RF could not
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perform well in predicting CBMD. Comparing train and test MSEs leads us to conclude that these
models are suffering from over-fitting.
Figure 4.20: Series of actual and RF predicted
values of CBMD, 536 SNP
4.2.2 Results using 1103 SNPs
Table 4.5 shows the values of best hyperparameters, train MSE, and test MSE for all the algorithms


















hidden layers = (560, 280)
activation = tanh
alpha = 0.001
learning rate = constant
learning rate init = 0.001
0.003892 0.0036595 0.0198087
KNN




RF max depth = 10 0.00133876 0.0030365 0.18668339
Table 4.5: Best Hyperparameters, MSE, and r2 report for CBMD using 1103 SNPs
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Figure 4.21: Series of actual and LR predicted
values of CBMD, 1103 SNP
Figure 4.22: Series of actual and SVM predicted
values of CBMD, 1103 SNP
Figure 4.21 shows the series of actual values and values predicted by the linear regression model
using 1103 SNPs from the literature. Although the graph looks like the predicted values are
following the trend of actual values if we look closely the predicted values are nowhere near the
actual values. Figure 4.22 shows the behavior of actual and predicted values with SVM. This graph
looks much unsatisfactory when inspected manually but has the best results for this dataset. This
shows that the features used are not associated with CBMD.
Figure 4.23: Series of actual and MLP predicted
values of CBMD, 1103 SNP
Figure 4.24: Series of actual and KNN predicted
values of CBMD, 1103 SNP
Figure 4.23 shows the series of actual values and values predicted by MLP model. Result is similar
to that of SVM indicating that its not the fault of model in case of SVM for poor results. Similarly,
Figure 4.24 shows the behavior of actual and predicted values of KNN and Figure 4.25 shows that
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for the RF model. These figures also clearly show that KNN and RF could not perform well in
predicting CBMD.
Figure 4.25: Series of actual and RF predicted
values of CBMD, 1103 SNP
4.2.3 Results using 307 SNPs
Table 4.6 shows the values of best hyperparameters, train MSE, and test MSE for all the algorithms


















hidden layers = (560, 280)
activation = tanh
alpha = 0.001
learning rate = adaptive
learning rate init = 0.001
0.00387204 0.00377938 0.026679
KNN




RF max depth = 10 0.0013099 0.00300024 0.2273346
Table 4.6: Best Hyperparameters, MSE, and r2 report for CBMD using 307 SNPs
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Figure 4.26: Series of actual and LR predicted
values of CBMD, 307 SNP
Figure 4.27: Series of actual and SVM predicted
values of CBMD, 307 SNP
Figure 4.26 shows the series of actual values and values predicted by the linear regression model
using 307 SNPs from the literature. We can see that the predictive is very poor for the prediction
of CBMD usig the 307 SNPs. Figure 4.27 shows the behavior of actual and predicted values of
SVM. This graph does not look desirable when inspected manyally but has the best results for this
dataset. This shows that the features used in this dataset are also not associated with CBMD.
Figure 4.28: Series of actual and MLP predicted
values of CBMD, 307 SNP
Figure 4.29: Series of actual and KNN predicted
values of CBMD, 307 SNP
Figure 4.28 shows the series of actual values and values predicted by the MLP model. From this
graph we can also say that it’s a dataset issue, and not the model’s fault for poor performance.
Similarly, Figure 4.29 shows the behavior of actual and predicted values of KNN and Figure
4.30 shows that for the RF model. These figures also clearly show that KNN and RF could not
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perform well in predicting CBMD. As mentioned earlier this might be due to overfitting and the
nature of data, which is not good fit for these algorithms.
Figure 4.30: Series of actual and RF predicted
values of CBMD, 307 SNP
4.3 Time Complexity Analysis of different Algorithms
We used scikit-learn library of Python to implement all the models. In this section, we discuss the
time complexity of the models based on scikit-learn’s documentation. Before that, let’s explain what
the time complexity of an algorithm means. The time complexity of an algorithm quantifies the
amount of time taken by an algorithm to run as a function of the length of the input. For example,
if an algorithm takes linear time respect to input size then its time complexity is represented as
O(n), where n is the input size. However, we should not get confused by the phrase ‘amount of
time’. The time complexity of an algorithm is not the actual time taken by the algorithm to run
but is an indication of how many times the statements in the program executes. We should try
to minimize the order of time complexity without compromising the ability of the algorithm. The
lower the time complexity the lower the number of times the statements will execute resulting in less
time taken to complete the algorithm. While representing time complexity only the highest order
term is used and all lower-order terms and constants are ignored. If an algorithm takes 5n2+2n+9
time then it is said to have the complexity of O(n2). In the following sections we discuss about the
training time complexity of different machine learning algorithms used in this thesis.
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4.3.1 Linear Regression
LR model simply should have linear time complexity i.e O(n). According to scikit-learn documen-
tation [timb] the time complexity of the LR model is O(n ∗m2), where n is the number of data
instances and m is the number of features. Higher the number of features, the more time it would
take. In our case, datasets with 1103 SNPs would take a longer time than others. However, the
value of m will be constant for one dataset, in our case such as dataset for TBMD prediction with
537 SNPs will always have 537 genomic features and nine phenotype features adding up to 546
features. Hence, we can say that the time complexity is O(n) for a dataset that is growing.
If we see in general, input data will be m x n matrix and hence the length of input will be m *
n. This indicates that runtime complexity of LR model increases linearly with number of instances
and quadratically with number of features.
4.3.2 Support Vector Machine
SVM is the algorithm that gave the best results among all for all datasets. However, if the complex-
ity of SVM is too high then that might a problem in terms of speed. According to the documentation
of scikit-learn library [timd] SVM scales between O(n2 ∗m) and O(n3 ∗m), where n is the number
of instances and m is the number of features. Again, the higher the number of features slower will
be the training process as time complexity is dependant on number of features. In our case, none
of the datasets is sparse and the value of m is constant for a dataset as explained in subsection
4.3.1. Hence we can say that SVM scaled at O(n2).
Consider a general case, if any input data with m features and n instances is used to train SVM
model then runtime increases linearly with m. It depends on the nature of data regarding relation
of time complexity with n. More sparse the data more time it will take but the complexity will
increase in the range of n2 to n3 with n. Also, if we increase number of iteration of the algorithm
then the complexity will increase linearly.
4.3.3 Multilayer Perceptron
MLP is a complex and slow model as it uses the backpropagation algorithm which propagates error
back to the hidden layers. Developers of scikit-learn library mention that the complexity of the
backpropagation algorithm is O(n ∗m ∗ hk ∗ o ∗ i), where n is the number of training samples, m is
the number of features, h is the number of neurons in each hidden layer, k is the number of hidden
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layers, o is the number of output neurons, and i is the number of iterations [timc]. It takes a long
time to tune the hyperparameters of MLP, which is expected looking at the complexity. Also, the
given expression above assumes there are k hidden layers with h neurons each, which might not
be the actual scenario because people might have different number of neurons in different hidden
layers. Once the tuning of hyperparameter is done, then MLP can be trained in O(n) time for any
particular dataset.
MLP seems efficient, but we should be very careful as hyperparameter tuning is a very important
and most time-consuming step in any model building and in case of MLP h, k, and i are all
hyperparameters. Also, in a generalised case the training time after hyperparameter tuning will be
O(m ∗ n) i.e. runtime will increase linearly with increase in both m and n.
4.3.4 K-Nearest Neighbor
The principle of KNN is to find k training samples closest to the test point and use those points
to make the prediction. The naive technique to find the k points is by comparing the test point to
every available training instances. Based on the scikit-learn documentation [time], this method is
called the brute-force approach and the time complexity will be O(m ∗n2), where m is the number
of features and n is the number of instances. Now, as the value of m is constant in our case it
can be said that training time complexity was O(n2). Since complexity depends on how we find
the k points. If the K-D tree method is used which addresses the inefficiencies of the brute-force,
then the training time can be reduced to O(m ∗ nlogn) and again m is number of features and is
constant for a particular dataset as explained in subsection 4.3.1, which implies complexity will be
O(nlogn). In scikit-learn library there is an option to choose auto for hyperparameter ’algorithm’
which will use the best approach based on the training data. In this case, time complexity might
vary.
We want to see how KNN will perform with any type and dimension of data so we want to
generalise the concept. Any data with m features and n instances time complexity will increase
linearly with m and in the rate of nlogn with n if the algorithm chosen is K-D tree as its time
complexity is O(m∗nlogn). Regarding time complexity with brute-force algorithm, it will increase
quadratically with number of instances.
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4.3.5 Random Forest
RF is a collection of decision tree. We used RF regressor from scikit-learn library, which has a time
complexity of O(m ∗ nlogn), where m is the number of features and n is number instances [tima].
Again, the value of m is a constant for a particular dataset as explained in subsection 4.3.1 so RF
in my case had time complexity of O(nlogn) which is pretty fast. RF seems to perform very fast
but for this thesis, it could not perform well which we have already seen in the previous sections.
We talked anout any particular dataset. Now lets see what happens in general case for any
dataset with m features and n instances. In general the time complexity is O(m ∗ nlogn), so it has
linear relation with m i.e., its time to run increases linearly with increase in number of features but
has relation nlogn with n.
4.4 Results Summary
Initially, 39,127,678 SNPs went under MAF, MAC, HWE, and info score filtering, which produced
5,269,222 SNPs. Then LD pruning filtered the SNPs to 644,248, before Lasso could produce 537
and 536 SNPs. Our claim is that these 537 and 536 SNPs are highly associated with TBMD and
CBMD, respectively. The result summaries of the machine learning analysis are shown in Table
4.7 and Table 4.8.
Algorithm
















LR 0.000358 0.000658 0.643479 0.000785 5.42e9 -2.7444e12 0.00149 0.00178 0.0351765
SVM 0.000383 0.000628 0.65971 0.00127 0.00189 0.038718 0.00167 0.00172 0.070185
MLP 0.000355 0.000683 0.62989 0.00126 0.00197 0.002907 0.00173 0.00175 0.05092
KNN 0.0 0.00173 0.0623 2.5389e-16 0.00197 0.003352 0.0 0.00175 -0.022889
RF 0.000213 0.00149 0.19167 0.00025 0.00187 0.05333 0.000647 0.00171 0.077538
Table 4.7: Result Summary of TBMD prediction
It can be seen that SVM is performing best among all the models for all three datasets. LR is
performing relatively well for the predicting TBMD using 537 SNPs and predicting CBMD using
536 SNPs that this thesis claims to have a high association with TBMD and CBMD. But in the
case of 1103 and 307 SNPs from the existing literature, the LR model has very poor performance.
MLP has results similar to that of SVM. KNN and RF, on the other hand, have poor results for
all three datasets. The KNN and RF models seem to be suffering from overfitting that might be
solved by further investigation of their hyperparameter tuning. LR model is producing a very high
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test MSE and a very high negative value for r2. This indicates the data is not linear and the model
is performing much worse than random assignment.
Algorithm
















LR 0.000706 0.00111 0.707548 0.00158 3.583e13 -9.595e15 0.00282 0.003234 0.16695
SVM 0.000846 0.0011 0.709079 0.00286 0.00356 0.046506 0.00285 0.00323 0.167975
MLP 0.000717 0.00112 0.703947 0.00389 0.00366 0.0198087 0.00387 0.00378 0.026679
KNN 0.0 0.00349 0.0785818 5.619e-16 0.00391 -0.04614337 0.00338 0.00422 -0.086131
RF 0.000399 0.00252 0.336653 0.00132 0.00301 0.18668339 0.00131 0.003 0.227335
Table 4.8: Result Summary of CBMD prediction
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Works
In this thesis, we performed a predictive regression analysis on the MrOS dataset using various
machine learning algorithms. The MrOS dataset had the phenotype and genomic data of 5130
patients. The genomic data was sent to the Michigan Imputation Server and the imputed data
went under several GWAS steps for quality control. The genomic data went through MAF filtering
with a threshold of 5% and MAC filtering with a threshold of 5. We performed the test of deviation
from HWE with a p-value threshold of 10−6. Then the genomic variants were filtered based on the
info score threshold of 0.8. At this point in preprocessing, we got 5,269,222 SNPs, which underwent
LD pruning with the window size of 50, sift width of 5, and VIF threshold of 5 to yield 644,248
quality SNPs. Those SNPs were further processed with lasso with h2 value ranging from 0.4 to 0.7.
Then the union of those variants was taken to produce the subsets of 537 and 536 SNPs associated
with TBMD and CBMD, respectively.
The dataset had data from 5130 individuals, among which only 2899 had values for TBMD and
CBMD, so the genomic data and phenotype data of those patients were joined based on their IDs.
Before that, we selected the phenotype predictor variables based on literature review discussed
in Section 2.1. We found age, race, height, weight, smoking, alcohol consumption, walking speed,
clinical site, and impairment of instruments of activities in daily life to be associated with BMD. The
prepared datasets were split into an 80-20 ratio for training and testing purposes. The phenotype
data were then imputed using the k-nearest neighbor mean imputation technique. The categorical
variables of phenotype data underwent one-hot encoding. Genomic data with 1103 SNPs and 307
SNPs from the existing literature were also prepared to do a comparison study.
LR, SVM, MLP, KNN, and RF are the machine learning algorithms that were used to do the
predictive analysis for TBMD and CBMD. The MSE values were found to be 0.000657, 0.000628.
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0.000683, 0.0017, and 0.00149 for LR, SVM, MLP, KNN, and RF, respectively, while predicting
TBMD using 537 SNPs and the r2 values obtained for LR, SVM, MLP, KNN, and RF were 0.643479,
0.65971, 0.62989, 0.0623, 0.19167, respectively. Similarly, the MSE values obtained with LR, SVM,
MLP, KNN, and RF were 0.001109, 0.001103, 0.00112, 0.0034, and 0.0025, respectively, for CBMD
with 536 SNPs. The r2 values for LR, SVM, MLP, KNN, and RF were 0.707548, 0.709079, 0.703947,
0.0785818, and 0.336653, respectively while predicting CBMD with 536 SNPs. These numbers
indicate that SVM performed best, LR stood second, and MLP stood third in prediction. However,
the difference in the scores of these three models is very small. The performances of the same
algorithms with 1103 and 307 SNPs on the other hand, were very poor. SVM and MLP performed
similarly for these datasets as well,with LR performing very poorly indicating that the 1103 and
307 SNPs from the existing literature are not associated with TBMD and CBMD, and the data is
not linear. The KNN and RF, however, could not perform well with any of the datasets. It can be
concluded KNN and RF seem to be suffering from overfitting issues based on comparision of train
and test MSEs. This might be due to the nature of data and may be solved by better tuning of
hyperparameters, though it cannot be guaranteed.
For future work, this study can be extended in several ways. This type of study needs a better
understanding of the domain, so working with a bio-technician can lead to getting better results
from GWAS. The predicted values from MLP and SVM followed the trend of the actual values.
However, the difference in values is relatively high, as the target variables are very small. We can
use the more complex architecture of MLP to reduce MSE and increase the predictive power of the
system. The KNN and RF models seem to be suffering from overfitting issues that might be solved
by further investigation of their hyperparameter tuning. The performance of a machine learning
model is highly affected by the nature of data. For example, non-linear data might affect the
performance of linear regression so we can try to understand the nature of the data in further detail.
We can also think about implementing deep learning models for better prediction of the TBMD
and CBMD. We talked about predictive analysis and the time complexity of the algorithm so that
trade-off can be adjusted between performance and time consumed. In future, space complexity
analysis can also be done to minimize space consumption with good results. Most machine learning
models can increase their performance if they get more training data, and in this study, there were
only 2899 data instances. We can work on data collection; so that we will be able to build models
that will be more robust and can help us predict osteoporosis fracture risk in a timely manner,
based on TBMD and CBMD, which will be a great achievement.
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Appendix A
537 SNPs Associated with TBMD
Chromosome Base Position Major Allele Minor Allele
1 81517037 A C
1 154692279 C T
1 240599797 T C
1 7517947 T C
1 17545721 A G
1 19974214 T C
1 81355884 C T
1 81357062 C G
1 81381409 C A
1 96055103 T A
1 106764046 T A
1 106766731 A C
1 112435151 C G
1 113085175 T G
1 113150644 A T
1 114718896 T A
1 145725689 A G
1 154691445 T C
1 154693004 C T
1 158965439 A G
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1 177642179 G T
1 177647020 A G
1 178029856 A G
1 178172079 A G
1 185329370 G A
1 187682174 A G
1 204997635 A G
1 208485874 A G
1 217084292 C T
1 233531626 C G
1 240597214 T G
2 1595590 C A
2 21919338 A C
2 85513238 T C
2 218368733 G A
2 225280512 G A
2 389947 A C
2 10306361 G C
2 10867186 T C
2 18432860 A G
2 40499049 A C
2 45155775 T G
2 45865727 A C
2 50232325 T C
2 64507742 A G
2 66358238 C T
2 67412613 T G
2 69137475 C T
2 73164077 C T
2 81615428 G C
2 85479240 A G
2 101158673 C A
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2 105600242 G A
2 112644836 G C
2 130649573 T C
2 133378935 T C
2 138815778 A G
2 148186785 C T
2 151047914 T C
2 152055023 G C
2 160323691 T C
2 168617436 A G
2 174143356 C G
2 174477802 A G
2 177687497 C A
2 180988966 A G
2 200092789 A G
2 205397781 T G
2 210630012 C T
2 236352302 T C
3 28766431 T C
3 40911930 G T
3 42265166 C T
3 58705874 C T
3 73450198 A G
3 133182144 G A
3 143255258 G T
3 9024017 G A
3 18886158 C T
3 23222738 T A
3 35439167 T C
3 45211887 T C
3 56264055 A G
3 59864291 G C
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3 64675799 T C
3 72116384 T G
3 72186205 T C
3 72562101 C T
3 84493361 T C
3 97585202 A G
3 101007159 A G
3 115381032 A G
3 118551325 T A
3 128297569 C G
3 139392746 T C
3 141796252 C A
3 146730371 T C
3 150712446 G A
3 162427132 T C
3 171172118 G A
3 184707676 T C
3 189496948 G C
4 61879221 T G
4 8144433 T C
4 10731842 C T
4 27127678 G A
4 27155924 A C
4 42223446 G A
4 48498754 G C
4 55500226 A C
4 57095466 A G
4 57661909 T C
4 80796055 A C
4 83112647 T C
4 93493639 C T
4 114832458 C G
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4 116587862 A C
4 126209461 C G
4 131952158 T C
4 134368267 T G
4 155611649 G C
4 186576068 A T
5 4390768 A G
5 21631713 C T
5 99293177 C T
5 99527221 C T
5 112582714 T C
5 114557324 T G
5 116967275 A G
5 145135359 C A
5 14981804 G A
5 16660145 G T
5 49920921 T C
5 53178650 G A
5 55916840 T C
5 97449921 C T
5 145211568 A G
5 148520669 T C
5 158279866 A G
5 158437258 G A
5 164909667 A C
5 172949577 C T
5 173567169 T C
5 174824858 A T
5 178274624 A G
6 23656381 G A
6 42387416 T A
6 3407377 T C
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6 19875302 A G
6 19881289 T C
6 32652196 C T
6 39785903 T C
6 39786643 C T
6 45855514 T C
6 68437868 T C
6 72450809 T G
6 88910638 A T
6 111370730 T C
6 150466877 G A
6 152077846 T C
6 167541838 T C
7 15776571 T C
7 1793768 A G
7 4465955 T A
7 7925560 G C
7 9088037 A G
7 9842845 A G
7 12528438 A G
7 16649491 A T
7 17787333 G C
7 24099553 T C
7 41862682 G A
7 46796371 G A
7 48456745 A G
7 49647053 T C
7 52946835 T C
7 76924878 G A
7 100175473 C T
7 103541589 A C
7 105582752 A G
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7 109860636 G A
7 135248048 A G
7 135310581 G A
7 157738472 G A
8 5571692 G C
8 62552351 C T
8 4226488 T G
8 5105937 T C
8 18646365 T C
8 26581170 G A
8 40282221 C T
8 54426896 T A
8 59511246 G A
8 67553403 T C
8 69883776 A T
8 72023094 G C
8 72044856 C T
8 76264039 T C
8 76297613 A C
8 80813961 T C
8 80972287 G A
8 81855926 G A
8 83745723 G A
8 84093043 T A
8 103704467 C T
8 109657725 T G
8 121885373 T C
8 122517616 G C
8 125453432 C T
8 131938044 T C
8 135222165 G C
9 10482220 C A
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9 25732000 T C
9 2917003 G A
9 3091208 C T
9 10702506 T C
9 11058853 C T
9 11073450 G T
9 15102597 A C
9 18201272 A T
9 18622621 A C
9 29779627 A G
9 71835066 A T
9 80428935 A G
9 84193844 T G
9 85873983 C T
9 86544966 T C
9 89969658 G A
9 99018084 T C
9 109522849 G A
9 110201000 A G
9 114184108 T C
9 137228186 C T
9 140514985 A G
10 7714771 A T
10 94605713 C A
10 123903556 C T
10 1473821 G C
10 2014372 G A
10 2083539 A G
10 6223672 A G
10 6946263 C T
10 8083875 A T
10 8811665 T C
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10 11505175 G A
10 11516705 A T
10 14925520 G A
10 16298082 C T
10 22447353 T C
10 23039451 T G
10 33855542 C T
10 67852347 C G
10 71670953 T C
10 80408279 C T
10 82352813 A G
10 85958293 C A
10 94522437 T C
10 97961494 A G
10 101310514 C A
10 112868823 A G
10 113626008 C T
10 118476099 A G
10 119118056 G A
10 128795523 G A
10 129949695 T A
11 11472193 A G
11 121749705 C G
11 2643084 G A
11 6038491 T C
11 13990035 A G
11 15729554 T C
11 24776992 C G
11 25157951 C T
11 35879951 C T
11 36765049 A G
11 80158791 C T
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11 84378128 C T
11 101526932 A T
11 118726340 T C
11 119486336 C A
12 31077690 A G
12 31849184 T A
12 92368510 G A
12 133501212 G A
12 8125923 A T
12 10861114 C T
12 20613983 T C
12 32103697 T C
12 40111761 G T
12 52726874 C A
12 67534969 C T
12 94934606 A G
12 95001778 G A
12 99815971 G A
12 117577082 C T
12 125627053 T C
12 125768655 G A
12 129265156 T G
12 24355426 G C
13 42948406 T A
13 43060266 A G
13 19926545 G A
13 23033166 T C
13 25212408 T G
13 28594802 C T
13 30066034 A G
13 36461717 C A
13 53503630 T C
56
13 67067215 A G
13 95109361 G A
13 101618037 A G
13 101667486 T C
13 111145779 T C
13 112762832 A G
13 113513306 A G
14 105040896 T C
14 105932544 A G
14 29022912 G A
14 34489793 A T
14 79470121 C T
14 80637564 A G
14 80780565 C G
14 83607400 G C
14 91805223 G A
14 99751937 T C
15 58980985 C A
15 72251354 C A
15 89421327 G A
15 98373726 A C
15 23928474 A T
15 38983133 G C
15 52511465 T C
15 66916322 T A
15 94786809 G T
16 1384220 G A
16 3437268 A G
16 10726161 T A
16 62540286 C T
16 79947638 T C
16 17396259 A G
57
16 24667357 G A
16 49704798 G C
16 59030191 A G
16 59044149 A T
16 74907234 T G
16 79942877 C G
16 84348867 A C
16 85620902 T C
16 88505748 A G
17 907625 T A
17 18021607 A G
17 39042923 A T
17 48111271 A T
17 4626354 C A
17 11668104 T C
17 19548197 G A
17 29893655 C T
17 30018691 C T
17 47491314 T C
17 48092439 A G
17 56273688 G C
17 68799117 A T
17 74648642 T C
17 75731550 C T
17 76659127 A G
17 77678428 A G
17 78761732 A G
17 79644737 G A
18 12737582 T C
18 65841025 G A
18 1221687 C T
18 2878009 A G
58
18 4482946 T C
18 8238885 A G
18 9714192 A G
18 10547000 T C
18 37780941 A G
18 45638795 G A
18 48972448 A G
18 49787998 A G
18 56667779 C T
18 56679809 T C
18 56906617 C T
18 56923824 A T
18 65836040 T G
18 67194463 A T
18 73571576 A G
19 45131812 A G
19 13377081 T C
19 16433092 C G
19 19494483 A G
19 28794270 A C
19 35097023 T A
19 47145450 T C
19 47146676 T C
19 52350387 T C
19 54116851 C G
19 55650554 G A
19 58509530 G A
20 18293974 T C
20 4807768 A G
20 5327322 G C
20 6767677 G C
20 6916374 G A
59
20 15043203 G A
20 17363802 A G
20 20348253 T C
20 42426470 A G
20 55689894 A C
20 61428414 G T
21 21376713 A G
21 21908040 G A
21 25866226 A G
21 27694002 A C
21 37812262 C T
21 38992123 A G
21 40450830 C T
21 43353610 C T
22 26102770 A G
22 19654144 T G
22 24224508 G C
22 24245915 T C
22 26477288 A T
22 27562952 C G
22 37462936 G A
22 39733058 A G
22 45160622 T G
22 45556678 G C
22 46646609 C T
1 25468398 T C
1 166194587 T C
1 214501209 G C
2 1620317 C T
2 38886041 G C
2 73349635 G A
2 88315814 G A
60
2 119791005 T C
2 155205923 A G
2 174259325 T C
3 32906878 T C
3 55219043 G A
3 56098181 A G
3 56175878 C G
3 106556718 T C
3 190038971 G T
4 58699492 C T
4 118343931 G A
4 135509030 G A
4 157845436 C T
4 183214471 C G
5 7852407 T G
5 11901985 C G
5 23005561 T A
5 29984083 T A
5 38011037 C T
5 39343395 G A
5 73133519 A G
5 99254286 A T
5 105793587 G A
5 129327874 C T
5 146482041 C T
6 7271476 C T
6 81360023 G T
6 83280057 G T
6 115015067 C A
6 117779888 A G
6 140556782 C T
6 152361711 G A
61
6 161321521 A G
6 166695427 A G
6 167651826 A G
7 3302699 C T
7 10872767 A G
7 14715741 G T
7 18035969 T G
7 28277811 A G
7 30973427 C T
7 33559549 G A
7 36603464 G A
7 109784636 A G
8 3293273 T C
8 5781119 C T
8 15821875 T C
8 58731601 C G
8 59593451 C G
8 64014142 T C
9 17600659 C T
9 110149469 A C
9 138886673 T C
10 3362366 T C
10 14992928 A G
10 50141004 C G
10 83594473 A G
10 133835652 A G
11 698253 T A
11 101650246 T C
11 123983545 C T
11 125886112 C A
12 21530485 A G
12 22788283 T G
62
12 23079207 T C
12 52746793 T G
12 77085539 G A
12 100110419 C T
12 113511891 T C
12 128421809 A G
14 43508599 C T
14 67932514 A T
14 74804057 G A
14 84274257 A G
14 94453701 G A
14 96604333 T C
15 24444306 C T
15 24452316 T G
15 33445983 A G
15 62761020 G C
15 94672562 T C
15 99449701 A T
16 12169851 T C
16 62675837 A G
16 88488085 G C
16 89674269 A G
17 37827670 A G
17 38149033 A G
17 38157355 G A
17 74516000 T C
18 4597021 G T
18 20312047 T C
18 56959799 T A
19 15792924 A G
19 16217478 T G
19 54261885 T C
63
20 1796112 A C
20 11339706 C T
20 41467486 T C
21 41098744 G A
22 42294176 G A
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Appendix B
536 SNPs Associated with CBMD
Chromosome Base Position Major Allele Minor Allele
1 114706702 T G
1 149886135 A C
1 149997174 A G
1 15207011 A T
1 155129402 A G
1 15739697 C A
1 159912346 G A
1 164741295 A T
1 166510184 G A
1 168347879 A G
1 169494500 T C
1 17784064 T C
1 181930845 A G
1 183136196 G A
1 203643164 A G
1 218814313 A G
1 222324143 A C
1 22495437 A G
1 239976541 A G
1 240003066 A T
65
1 245748996 C T
1 246353934 T C
1 24887621 T C
1 3038530 C T
1 39817538 T G
1 42588804 C G
1 56207532 C T
1 63785711 T C
1 68158951 C A
1 68665023 C T
1 70244251 A G
1 7926794 T C
1 7967595 A G
1 80084458 A C
1 80761323 G T
1 82874515 T C
1 86899021 G A
1 96876908 G C
2 112240636 T G
2 120764300 G T
2 12093170 T C
2 12104445 C T
2 125415187 G A
2 125828145 G T
2 13097710 G A
2 135011523 A G
2 135016618 C A
2 141443365 A G
2 142659773 A G
2 150246187 A G
2 164209580 T C
2 166183577 T C
66
2 169766560 T C
2 178575611 G C
2 1830061 G C
2 186340190 A G
2 190493757 A C
2 193829017 T C
2 197650963 A G
2 210505190 G A
2 224065621 A G
2 224175831 G A
2 226859876 C T
2 231244389 C T
2 239634596 C T
2 24686441 G A
2 28350127 G A
2 30441004 T C
2 37677981 C T
2 40499049 A C
2 45418073 T G
2 47904023 T C
2 52561783 A G
2 52596931 C G
2 53010300 A G
2 53508689 G T
2 55508122 C T
2 55988229 G C
2 56056252 T C
2 66808036 T C
2 66985478 C T
2 79276440 G A
2 8687368 A G
3 105075454 A G
67
3 107671598 T C
3 108130387 C T
3 117237625 T C
3 135234979 T C
3 145431376 C T
3 150594685 T C
3 152773372 T C
3 171728821 G A
3 172351917 A T
3 179369741 C T
3 186670884 T C
3 186681272 A G
3 189245593 G A
3 1908074 A G
3 190883321 A G
3 194689897 A G
3 194714894 A T
3 25353796 T C
3 267849 G A
3 29524731 T C
3 30884289 C A
3 32378093 A G
3 36811137 C T
3 39052115 T C
3 55028497 G A
3 59424696 C T
3 60559047 T C
3 65791312 A G
3 70394647 T A
3 86523048 C T
3 89554310 A G
4 11556893 T C
68
4 117510861 C T
4 125755183 A G
4 125775711 T C
4 126156037 T C
4 127588912 A G
4 129243414 C T
4 131896603 T C
4 135558747 C G
4 146187340 T C
4 150954229 G A
4 15160904 T C
4 16519962 A C
4 167397131 C T
4 171337392 T C
4 171424591 G T
4 171672038 A G
4 184442049 T C
4 184848691 C T
4 189126199 A G
4 23905508 T C
4 23911002 C T
4 39696463 G A
4 41006442 A G
4 43390144 A C
4 44823148 A T
4 45178081 G A
4 55650461 A G
4 6193754 A G
4 61973166 A G
4 61986675 T C
4 6608229 T C
4 66597479 T C
69
4 67481414 C T
4 8019280 A G
4 80895791 C T
4 85737485 T C
4 98501442 G T
5 105209563 C T
5 107945365 A G
5 107963731 C T
5 114530301 G C
5 114881299 C G
5 115772146 T C
5 116101994 T G
5 120617488 T C
5 124144540 A G
5 126200982 T C
5 133220571 G A
5 136669567 C A
5 139146418 C T
5 139301372 T C
5 146021512 T C
5 146612899 C T
5 147171592 G A
5 149670632 C T
5 154544405 C A
5 165288182 A C
5 16661282 T C
5 170167331 G T
5 170941972 A C
5 34174945 C T
5 4096022 A G
5 4104155 C T
5 55416658 G A
70
5 56628950 C T
5 56631520 C T
5 59070109 A G
5 6272692 C T
5 6317472 C T
5 6424822 G A
5 76110269 A G
5 79662689 T C
5 82960734 G A
5 92242968 T A
5 94855206 G A
5 96134235 A G
6 105020465 C T
6 105671762 A C
6 115487074 T C
6 116132962 A G
6 120941589 T C
6 137883245 G A
6 138000470 G A
6 138445340 A G
6 145760396 T C
6 147922638 A G
6 148773318 G T
6 150985515 C T
6 151440810 T A
6 15374791 T C
6 15403618 T G
6 154261060 A C
6 155341857 C A
6 156568138 G A
6 156584499 G A
6 157908219 T C
71
6 168858337 A G
6 170633407 G A
6 20072316 C T
6 22720361 C T
6 2947195 C G
6 31923654 T C
6 32097611 A G
6 71344100 G A
6 81352611 C T
6 89916055 G C
6 92461829 T C
6 93249010 G A
6 96665928 T C
6 96760367 T G
6 99803229 A G
7 107304840 A C
7 112085884 T A
7 119197288 A G
7 121040336 T G
7 12875653 C T
7 12913575 A T
7 12915147 C G
7 13474694 C T
7 136214551 C T
7 144745112 A C
7 154169978 T C
7 155593754 A G
7 155675596 G T
7 15729606 C T
7 21210186 T G
7 21237468 C T
7 28334757 C T
72
7 29638434 A G
7 33967570 A G
7 46449386 A G
7 54777604 A G
7 76115549 T C
7 78637345 A G
7 82472663 A C
7 82517257 A G
7 82713446 G A
7 8739365 C T
7 96375057 C T
7 96470203 G A
7 98502544 A G
7 98588811 T C
8 101990829 A G
8 11356002 A C
8 11396974 A T
8 11517591 A G
8 119943914 G A
8 123366492 C T
8 129115217 G A
8 129555086 A T
8 129567373 T C
8 13238878 T C
8 133977511 C T
8 135870334 C T
8 13716524 G T
8 138633720 T C
8 142557937 T C
8 18515902 G A
8 22028698 G A
8 22774874 G C
73
8 27917114 A T
8 30468428 T C
8 3338998 T C
8 38449142 C G
8 40669831 A G
8 4152332 G C
8 4156317 A G
8 5798005 A G
8 6687235 A G
8 70341763 G A
8 74726697 C A
8 80761395 T G
8 96287282 T C
8 96414012 C A
8 96522243 T C
8 99302330 T A
9 101332719 C T
9 101726502 C T
9 105043161 T G
9 108418212 A C
9 110443605 A G
9 131978667 T C
9 137810508 C T
9 16147202 A G
9 18789128 C T
9 25426716 C G
9 27864651 A T
9 31837040 T C
9 38035665 A C
9 44862151 T C
9 4763484 A G
9 92891077 G A
74
9 95759895 A G
10 112356553 A G
10 11392180 C T
10 114865497 C T
10 115661165 A G
10 120426025 A G
10 121731405 G T
10 124516706 G A
10 126707412 T C
10 128478820 C A
10 12860012 T C
10 129806838 A G
10 129806869 G A
10 131490445 T C
10 131505402 A G
10 132890603 A C
10 133611367 T C
10 135164799 T C
10 13593642 C A
10 207829 C T
10 24705190 A G
10 3769134 A G
10 53798120 A G
10 55865749 C T
10 6029986 T A
10 60322587 C G
10 60364542 A G
10 73245003 T C
10 80075655 A C
10 8336714 T C
10 85667898 T C
10 90804220 G A
75
10 90826474 G A
10 90902705 G A
10 94416521 C G
10 94923949 A G
10 95721872 A G
10 98554294 C T
11 100226962 T C
11 104154558 T C
11 106002997 C T
11 109573246 G A
11 114091903 G A
11 114982670 C G
11 117957258 T C
11 123344809 G A
11 127770139 A G
11 130311917 C G
11 132679031 G T
11 132685775 C A
11 133907340 A G
11 15211651 A G
11 22934274 T C
11 37561518 G C
11 39602459 C T
11 79294552 G A
11 93218523 G A
11 93292186 C T
11 97757756 C T
11 98656316 A G
12 107567006 G A
12 114181644 A G
12 114345000 A T
12 119019143 G A
76
12 120559928 T C
12 121182887 T G
12 126073959 T C
12 126746239 A G
12 1323867 T C
12 27800503 C T
12 34127403 A G
12 40271175 C T
12 57449206 T C
12 6885076 A G
12 69832469 G A
12 73412797 T C
12 73767674 T G
12 79024268 G T
12 8039744 A G
12 81093144 C A
12 92597520 A G
12 93741468 A G
12 98376288 A G
13 100518580 G A
13 104125079 C G
13 104557137 A T
13 105639542 C T
13 107369444 C A
13 110627002 T G
13 112166098 T C
13 114546327 T C
13 114556577 G A
13 20971888 G A
13 21043613 A G
13 21683608 C A
13 22321690 T C
77
13 25084235 A G
13 25804322 G C
13 26311860 T G
13 35206859 G T
13 44510451 T C
13 46153341 G T
13 47109246 A G
13 51554836 C T
13 52426541 C T
13 70078206 G A
13 70958084 C T
13 73755769 C A
13 76552302 A C
13 78808813 G A
13 78817873 G A
13 91763380 A G
13 98778173 C T
14 20877114 C T
14 34526899 C T
14 41513704 G A
14 57845029 A G
14 59843837 A G
14 73330942 A G
14 73351030 T A
14 84458489 C T
14 86798858 T G
14 90905133 A T
14 94903300 A G
14 98906828 A T
15 22770994 T C
15 27842190 A G
15 37079293 T G
78
15 40072491 A G
15 41215181 T G
15 54927704 C T
15 61960302 T A
15 81906113 A G
15 87834569 A C
15 92121021 A G
15 93579496 C T
15 93757749 G A
15 98076574 C A
15 98168674 A T
16 11307734 C T
16 2173046 A G
16 24127743 G A
16 29437170 G T
16 57413130 T C
16 57531448 T C
16 5892823 A T
16 609981 G T
16 64892449 T C
16 66129321 A G
16 73616158 T C
16 73920942 A T
16 83392422 A G
17 12562530 T C
17 14217972 G A
17 16006827 G A
17 27216152 A G
17 55991332 C T
17 64570603 A G
17 68110166 A C
17 7337488 T C
79
17 74793338 A G
17 77197496 T C
17 79034645 A G
18 10165289 G T
18 23454444 A G
18 2873692 G A
18 42680242 T C
18 44311997 A G
18 45704103 C T
18 4810209 T C
18 50350196 A G
18 59521666 A G
18 66297360 A C
18 67039545 T C
18 69992027 G C
18 70830234 T C
18 70944262 T C
18 72140971 T C
18 77153340 T C
18 9791641 C A
18 9988324 C T
19 10444603 G C
19 18622193 C T
19 19049198 A G
19 2873439 T C
19 29997151 G A
19 31380034 G A
19 34577386 T G
19 34595719 T C
19 44297675 T G
19 45033485 G A
19 5106581 T C
80
19 5184983 G A
19 54994880 G C
19 57248127 C T
19 7219007 G A
19 7659997 A G
20 11735126 T C
20 13250384 C T
20 16025289 T G
20 17744878 A G
20 17909723 T C
20 19974225 G A
20 34952617 C G
20 42777237 T C
20 49563100 A G
20 51000606 T C
20 51725445 T C
20 52299089 A G
20 52556423 G A
20 52664869 A G
20 52797581 C T
20 58909806 T C
20 61691380 G A
20 62661052 C T
20 8231115 C T
20 9749518 G A
21 21116651 A C
21 21920791 T A
21 24634507 G A
21 37582248 G A
21 41386905 G A
21 46917035 T C
22 38674172 G A
81
22 44405981 T C
22 44832404 C G
22 47309247 T C
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